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David M. Williams talks about the Digital consumption that revolutionizes the business development strategies.
In the 4.0 Industry it results complicated that the businesses could survive in their respective markets if they

lack of the following three factors:
•An adequate interaction with consumers
•Provide exclusive experiences associated to their product
•Correct connectivity between the physical and the online

The marketing plans, Brand Development, Corporate Identity, Product Design and Connectivity must be interconnected by the most recent technological tools and specialized market studies.
This correlation on consumption related aspects is executed by Companies like Global Digital MOJO, founded
by David M. Williams who comments about the Company`s origins:
“When we started on 2009, we immediately noticed the need to study and understand how the consumer
moves between the physical experience and the one in their dispositive screens”
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MOJO Works, on Williams own words, by linking points: We try to link them between different Countries involving Marketing, Design and Digital Strategy.
Mojo was founded in Hong Kong and is dedicated to Brand Identity Design, Management Tools, Digital Transformation Consulting, Mobile Apps Design and Marketing, both Digital and Physical.
The Company celebrates 10 Years presence in México and during that period had worked successfully with
very important Brands including Televisa, Victoria, Bubbaloo, AGH and Pepsico.
Some of the advantages of the Mexican Market is the Geographical Location to connect with Latin America,
United States and Europe and a very important aspect is the strong thrust of the Digital Communities and the
talented Persons leading the Companies. They are valuable people, the right and adequate individuals to lead
the businesses.
MOJO also adds International Key Accounts as part of its Client Portfolio and Commercial Reference that
include: Huawei, Cataluña Tourism Office, Cisco Systems and 7-Eleven in India.
Editorial Evolution
With regard to where he thinks the Editorial Industry is leading by year 2025, Mr. Williams’s mentions that more
than a path, it must be clear that genuine confidence and trust between consumers must be built.
“This is more important than generating exclusive content because the Confidence and the Trust have an important value in the Industry at this time”
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The Businessman also highlights the need to create own communities that could generate experiences that
are not necessarily related to its content like for instance Loyalty Rewards Programs.
David Williams concludes that there is a tendency to feel “under the shadow” of the USA without trusting in
the quality of the product when it comes from another country rather than the USA, but the opportunities are
beyond
The border.
“I hope that the persons with the correct mood to make business will look and aim to countries like India, Africa or Asia. There are many markets with Great Potential for the Mexican Companies”
“We want to boost the Mexican Companies to look outside their Country and beyond frontiers helping them on
developing their businesses, communications and products Around the World”
David M. Williams
*Article Translated from Spanish published by Mundo Ejecutivo in Mexico.
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